WHO IS THE BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE GUILD?

The Business Architecture Guild is a member-based, not-for-profit, association of business professionals with a shared interest in leveraging and advancing business architecture practices and disciplines. With a worldwide community that connects through the Guild’s infinitely scalable network, practitioners benefit from insights captured, packaged and shared to date. More importantly they participate in leading edge content development to advance the practice.

MEMBER BENEFITS

The Guild offers an exceptional set of benefits to members including access to:

- First access to content including tools, whitepapers, case studies, and presentations
- Member-only content feedback forums
- Industry Reference Models for multiple verticals
- Live and recorded regularly scheduled webinars
- Certified Business Architect (CBA)® certification and CEU program
- Guild Accredited Training Partner™ (GATP™) program that identifies BIZBOK® Guide-aligned training programs and CEU opportunities
- Discounts for Guild-sponsored Summits and interactive Workshops
- Collaborative teams to engage with leading experts and fellow practitioners, advancing the discipline of business architecture
- Opportunities to engage with other associations, communities and standards groups to expand and align the practice
- The global Guild Community for connecting, collaborating, sharing and discovery
- Career Center for professional opportunities and for firms seeking business architects

BECOMING A MEMBER

Individual and corporate membership options are available. An annual individual membership is $125.

Corporate memberships provide a simple way to holistically and efficiently manage all Guild individual memberships for an organization. Contact us for pricing and to learn more.

CONTACT US

Email us at: info@businessarchitectureguild.org
Visit our website at: http://www.businessarchitectureguild.org/